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The best interest of the child
as an argument in assessments of parent potential in Sweden

Abstract
This paper examines the ways in which the best interest of the child has been used as an argument for state-authorized assessments of persons who are aspiring to parenthood, but who are not yet parents, i.e. of parent potential rather than parental performance. The policies included in the analysis concern three different areas in which assessment of parental potential is made: adoption, assisted reproduction and presumptive parents with intellectual disabilities. The status of the best interest of the child as an argument for state-authorized assessments of parent potential, I argue, varies with the amount of involvement from state authorities that is needed in the process of creating a family. The state claims the right to assess the parent potential of individuals only when it contributes to the creation of families in which there are no or only partial biogenetic links between parents and child. This does not mean that the state does not aim to encourage women who belong to what is perceived as a risk group to refrain from having children. The argument used in this effort, however, is not the best interest of the child, but the best interest of the woman herself.
The best interest of the child as an argument in assessments of parent potential in Sweden

Introduction

The state’s interest in and obligation to protect its children’s welfare is widely recognized in many nation-states of today. This means that, in many instances, the state has taken on the role as guarantor of the best interest of the child – if necessary, in conflict with the child’s parents. If care provided by the parents jeopardizes the well-being of a child, state interventions are regarded not only as acceptable, but as called for.

Even when parental rights are described as fundamental and as entitled to heightened protection through state regulation, in some cases state intervention is argued to be the only way to protect the best interest of the child. The best interest of the child, thus, constitutes the only argument that can be used to motivate encroachment on the family. The exploitation of internal conflicts within the family has, according to Donzelot (1980), frequently been used to legitimate interventions in family life, in which agencies and states have allied themselves with weaker family members.

Naturally, state intervention in family life can take many forms: laws and regulations concerning parental leave, corporal punishment, parents’ right to choose schooling for their children, but also interventions in individual families and the separation of individual children from their parental homes. In no other case than the latter is reference to the best interest of the child more crucial. The fundamental status of the family reflects the presumption that a
child’s best interest lies in remaining with her birth parents. And because of the strong
tendency to preserve family integrity, it is generally required that the unfitness of the parents
be proved through individual inquiry before the child is taken into custody or parental rights
are terminated.

This paper aims at examining the ways in which the best interest of the child has been
used as an argument for state intervention in family life in situations where parental abilities
to meet the child’s needs have been under assessment. The policies included in the analysis
concern three different areas in which assessment of parental abilities are made: adoption,
assisted reproduction and intellectual disabilities and parenthood. What these assessments
have in common is that they concern parent potential rather than parental performance, i.e.
they are assessments of persons who are not yet parents, but who are aspiring to parenthood.

By discussing several different areas of state intervention in family life and the creation
of families, I hope to contribute to a wider understanding of the role that the best interest of
the child has played as an argument in family policies. The empirical material includes
legislation, parliamentary reports, official policies and recommendations issued by the Board
of Health and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen) and the Board on International Adoptions (Nämnden
för Internationella Adoptioner (NIA); now Myndigheten för Internationella Adoptioner
(MIA)).

Risk factors and risk groups

Official definitions of parental unfitness are usually vague. One example is the American
statutes on the termination of parental rights. Although they do identify various factors to
consider, these factors tend to be imprecise. They focus on neglect in providing such
necessities as food, shelter or medical care and on physical, sexual and emotional abuse. This
means that they focus on how the parents have performed, i.e. what they have done or failed
to do. However, the statutes also include mental illness and developmental disability as factors to consider (Watkins 1995). In contrast to the factors focusing on neglect and abuse, illnesses and disabilities do not necessarily require consideration of an individual inquiry into the parent’s performance.

Several Swedish studies as well as studies from other countries have shown that in many child protection cases, mental illness and intellectual disabilities are presumed to imply the inability to care for children. They have also shown that, in situations where a whole range of problems is at hand, including poverty, lack of familial support or domestic violence, what is often regarded as the main, and irredeemable, cause of parental inadequacy are the intellectual disabilities of the parent(s). As a consequence, parents with intellectual disabilities are far more likely to appear in child protection and parental rights termination cases than are parents with no disabilities (Kollberg 1989, Watkins 1995, Swain & Cameron 2003, Booth & Booth 2004, Sheehan & Levine 2005).

Although it has been emphasized that parents with intellectual disabilities should not be judged beforehand, their identification as a risk group has warranted their special treatment, which includes the provision of special support and assistance and a certain amount of control (Areschoug 2005). Intellectual disabilities have thus been defined as a risk factor. As such, they constitute one of the factors that we can expect to be taken into considerations in assessments of the parent potential of persons who are not yet parents, but who are aspiring to parenthood.

*The Swedish context*

Of special interest in the present paper are the ways in which the best interest of the child is in potential conflict with the best interests of other groups. I argue that the status of the best interest of the child as an argument for state-authorized assessments of parent potential varies
with the amount of involvement from state authorities that is needed in the process of creating parenthood and that it has changed over time.

Every situation that entails consideration of taking a child into custody harbours a conflict between the rights of parents to integrity and immunity against encroachment by state authorities and the right of the child to societal protection against poor home conditions and maltreatment. The issue of intellectual disability and parenthood is characterized by a further potential conflict: between the right of the intellectually disabled person to integrity and self-determination and the obligation of the state to guard citizens who are defined as weak. Belonging to the social categories traditionally regarded as weak, and therefore in need of societal protection, are persons with intellectual disabilities as well as children.

One of the key arguments in the 1960s for providing for the needs of intellectually disabled individuals was the categorization of them as weak and therefore entitled to special support. The need of the weak for support thus became a question of social justice. At the end of the 20th century, the image of individuals with intellectual disabilities as weak was questioned, which illustrates a rhetorical shift in Swedish disability policy towards an aim to downplay differences and difficulties and emphasize similarities between people with and without functional disorders (Gustavsson & Szönyi 2004).

Such questioning of the traditional image of the intellectually disabled individual as weak was paralleled by an increased emphasis on individual initiative in community care and services. Care and services should be provided on the individual’s request only, which means s/he must decide what services s/he requires and then request them. The idea is that individuals with intellectual disabilities should not be treated differently, but in the same manner as all other citizens in need of assistance from society. The support that any individual receives, thus, comes down to her ability to plead her own case before the local authorities. In a system of care and services based on individualized measures and action plans, weakness is
increasingly regarded as the creation of a well-meaning and paternalistic welfare state (Sandvin & Söder 1996).

In a way, this shift is paralleled by changes in the view on the status of the child. With the Children and Young Persons Act of 1960, parents were held responsible for their child’s care and upbringing, but state authorities were ascribed the duty to intervene if the child’s needs were not provided for. Thereby, the relationship between the child and the state was freed, at least in part, from the family, and the status of the child thereby individualized (Näsman 1992).

In the new legislation of 1980 (the Social Services Act and the Care of Young Persons Act), the focus was no longer on the obligations of parents, but on the rights of children.² Child welfare became a more integrated part of social work in general. Further, the importance of treating and supporting the family as a unit in cases of child neglect or abuse meant that children should be separated from their parental homes against the will of their parents only in exceptional cases. The main principle for the work of the social welfare board was now that all interventions should take place in agreement and cooperation with the individual. At the same time, the directions for authority intervention became less specific and the responsibility for child welfare measures more decentralized.

During the 1990s, the status of the biological family has been further reinforced and interventions have been increasingly difficult to motivate (Petersson 2003). The responsibility ascribed to state authorities for children’s welfare is less detailed and parental responsibility is increasingly emphasized (Sandin & Halldén 2003). Simultaneously, as is the case of persons with intellectual disabilities, children are ascribed an increasing amount of competence and the right to self-determination, which brings the question of children’s dependence on adult care and protection and thus parental competence to a head (Sandin 2003).
The best interest of the child vs. the integrity of the family

In their book on the protection of children, Dingwall, Eekelaar and Murray (1983) identify two standard accounts in the regulation of families in liberal states that produce a sense that accusations of parental failures are grave matters. These accounts emphasize the natural relationship between parent-child and hold that styles of child-rearing should be interpreted as cultural statements and should hence be respected as such. The prevention of the maltreatment of children through family policing in the liberal state thus requires a compromise. The result is a system that neither fully prevents the mistreatment of children nor fully respects family privacy. The balance that is struck between these two poles varies between states and between points in time.

The following account of the public debate on parents with intellectual disabilities at two points in time – the early 1980s and the early 2000s – illustrates a balance shift regarding the status of the family and views on state interventions in family life in the Swedish context.

In an interview published in 1980 in a major Swedish morning paper, a social welfare officer claimed that far too much consideration had been given to the handicap of intellectually disabled parents when the living conditions of their children were evaluated. As a result, the taking of children into custody had been delayed in several cases. She concluded by posing a question: “Is it so important to satisfy these parents’ need to have a child that we are willing to sacrifice the children?” Hence, she put the best interest of the child in a discursive state of opposition to the needs and wishes of the parents.

At about the same time, a bill introduced to the Parliament raised the issue of protecting children with intellectually disabled parents. The bill demanded from the Parliament a declaration stating “that the child welfare legislation may not discriminate between children of the intellectually disabled and other children”. Further, “tolerating poorer protection from society and inadequate living conditions for these children than for children with non-
disabled parents” was described as unacceptable. It was also argued that the rights of persons with intellectual disabilities to an independent life could not be defended at the cost of the child’s opportunity to grow up in an environment more conducive to normal development. “It now seems as if one sometimes hesitates to intervene and to place these children in foster homes, as this may be perceived as discriminating against the mentally disabled.”

The standing committee on social questions recommended rejection of the proposal, but did declare it to be undisputable that children with intellectually disabled parents had the same right as other children to the type of caring and stimulating living environment that was a prerequisite for a child’s normal development and to protection against harmful treatment.

In a petition to the minister of Health and Social Affairs in 1980, a social democratic member of parliament described a shift in the debate on intellectually disabled parents. After “the agitation campaign against social workers who heartlessly took children away from their parents”, the media now, according to the MP, accused the authorities of lacking interest and initiative, the consequences being that “defenceless children are left unprotected in bad home environments”. She too criticized the special treatment of children with intellectually disabled parents. The difference in treatment that she referred to, however, was not that these children were neglected, but rather that they, to a greater extent than other children, were being watched by the authorities.

In the early 1980s debate on parents with intellectual disabilities, social services were accused of showing too much consideration for the parents at the expense of children’s rights to societal protection against detrimental treatment in the parental home. At the beginning of the 2000s, the situation was different. On the 10th of December 2002, a programme entitled “Too stupid to be a parent?” was broadcast on Swedish television. The programme was about a couple with intellectual disabilities, living in the small town of Oskarshamn, and their young son. According to the facts presented in the programme, the couple was taken to supervised
housing directly after leaving the maternity hospital for investigation of their ability to manage their role as parents. After a while, the boy was taken into custody. The standpoint conveyed in the programme was that it was wrong to take the boy, as the couple’s failings were perceived as trivial. The programme marked the starting point of a wave of concurring articles with headlines such as “I admit, I have shaken the baby’s bottle”, “The parents, who were rejected” and “Almost rejected as mum”.

The programme and many of the subsequent articles were critical of the explanations for why the son of the Oskarshamn couple had been taken into custody. The critique was partly based on the programme’s description of the couple’s decisive mistakes as being mistakes any parent could have made. However, the critique against social services also included a general questioning of the right of authorities to interfere in family life (Rosenberg 2003). What was being guarded in the articles was the right of parents to integrity.

The TV programme was also met with critique, most notably in a book by Barbro Hindberg published by The Forum for Children and Youth (Barn- och ungdomsforum) (Hindberg 2003). Hindberg accused the programme, as well as some of the articles that followed it, of disseminating simplified descriptions of reality. According to her, the indignation over taking a child of parents with intellectual disabilities into custody was caused by the Swedish public’s bad conscience over the sterilization policy of the inter- to post-war years. Hindberg’s interpretation is in part confirmed by a passage in the National Board of Health and Welfare information booklet from 1990: “Considering … our tradition of coercive measures regarding these parents (parents with intellectual disabilities; my remark), it is necessary to attach great importance to the legal rights of the parents.”

We will return to the Swedish sterilization policy of the inter- to post-war years and the discourse on birth control and women with intellectual disabilities in the last section of this paper. The difference between the assessment of parents with intellectual disabilities and the
assessments made prior to the sterilization of mainly women in the inter- and post-war years is that whereas the former is an assessment of parent performance the latter is an assessment of parent potential. Although many of the women who were sterilized during that period did have children, many of the young girls who had the same operation did not. In these cases the decisions made regarding the operation were based on an assessment of potential as parents. In the following I will discuss the extent to which the best interest of the child has been used as an argument for state intervention, in assessments of parent potential rather than of parental performance.

**Assessment of parent potential – adoption**

Through adoption, families are created with the assistance of the state. Adoption requires legislation, the assistance of local authorities as well as state-authorized adoption agencies. Inter-country adoption also requires the assistance of authorities and the child’s representative in a sending country. Through adoption, children are left in the permanent care and charge of persons who are not their birth parents, and persons who perhaps otherwise would have remained childless are assisted in becoming parents. This means that the state has a prominent role in the creation of families through adoption. The fact that, in adoption, the state actively contributes to creating families is precisely what has formed the argument for the state’s role as the guarantor of the child’s best interests in the adoption process. It also means that the state has the opportunity to supervise and control the adoption process and to select the adoptive parents it finds suitable. Therefore, adoption may be described as a means for the state to create the kind of families it favours (O’Shaugnessy 1994, Modell 2002, Melosh 2002). Because the image of the ideal family is constantly changing, so are the criteria for adoptive families. Historically, these criteria have included marital status, sexual orientation,
age and ethnicity. In inter-country adoption, these criteria have also been globally negotiated (Howell 2006).

Sweden’s first adoption law was passed in 1917. Here, as well as in subsequent adoption laws, it was stipulated that every adoption facilitated and sanctioned by state authorities should be to the benefit or in the best interest of the child. Adoption involves the matching of an existing child with parents who are not the child’s biological parents, but who are regarded as better equipped to care for and raise the child. A prominent part of safeguarding the best interest of the child in the adoption process is the assessment of the fitness of presumptive adoptive parents, for which the Swedish state has assumed responsibility. One significant change in adoption procedures in Sweden is that, whereas in the 1920s assessments of presumptive adoptive parents almost exclusively concerned adoption of foster children, the home studies of the 1970s aimed at assessing applicants for inter-country adoptions. This shift also meant that the assessments were no longer aimed at evaluating the ability of the applying couple to care for a specific child, who perhaps had lived in their home for some time. In inter-country adoption, the child is seldom known at the time of the home study. Hence, what is evaluated is not an existing relationship between a child and her foster parents or the applicants suitability as parents for a particular child, but rather their general capability as parents (Lindgren 2006).

The adoption home study is performed by a social worker and results in a written report. On the basis of this report, the social welfare board decides whether or not to give its consent to the adoption plans of the applicants. Without this consent, the adoption process cannot be continued. According to the guidelines issued by NIA, The Swedish Board on Inter-country Adoption Issues, and as stipulated in the Hague Convention on inter-country adoption, assessments of adoptive parents should include information on previous and current living circumstances, state of health, personality and hobbies, religion/philosophy of life, marriage
and relations to family and friends, motive for adoption and knowledge and experience of
children and young people. According to the recommendations issued by NIA, factors that
could lead to the rejection of an adoption applicant included: the age of the applicants,
remarks in the police or social registers as well as medical conditions such as diabetes, obesity
and disabilities. A disability as such, however, is not claimed to constitute a hindrance to
consent to adoption if it does not stand in the way of a normal life, lead to isolation or demand

Evidence of the undisputable status of the best interest of the child as the guiding
principle in adoptions is that any concerns regarding potential infringement on the integrity of
applicants as a result of the home study process are met with references to “the child’s right to
a good family” and the responsibility of the state to ensure that the adoption be in the best
interest of the child (NIA 1982, p. 9; NIA 1997, p. 27). However, it may be the case that
acceptance of methods of assessment of presumptive adoptive parents that potentially infringe
on their integrity has decreased over time. Several Swedish adoption agencies claim to have
observed a tendency, in that home studies reports, made by the social worker, now in many
cases contain few actual judgements of the applicants’ potential as parents. Instead, many of
the reports seem to be based almost entirely on the autobiographies that presumptive adoptive
parents are asked to submit at the beginning of the assessment process.13

Still, even in the most recent recommendations issued by NIA/MIA, it is emphasized
that parenthood and having children do not constitute a general right for adults. Social
workers are advised to see themselves as representatives of the child, even if at the time of the
home study the child is unknown, rather than as allies of the presumptive adoptive parents
(NIA 1982, p. 6; NIA 1986, p. 9; NIA 1997, p. 56; MIA 2006). If the adoption of a child by a
certain applicant is not regarded as in the best interest of the child, the adoption plans should
be stopped by the social worker, however sympathetic s/he might be to the situation of the applicants.

Just as with parental rights termination cases, the adoption process harbours a potential conflict between not only the right of the child and the wishes of (presumptive) parents, but also between the best interest of the child and the rights of minority groups to non-discrimination. A recent example of such a conflict is the Swedish debate on and parliamentary inquiry into the right of homosexual couples to be assessed as adoptive parents. Yet another example is the reactions in the media to the recent changes in requirements for presumptive adoptive parents made by the central Chinese adoption authority. The new requirements to be met by adopters include a maximum body mass index of 40, which caused the chairman of the Swedish National Association for the Overweight to argue that such a rule was inconsistent with human rights. Hence, what he implied was that the new rules discriminated against overweight adoption applicants.

In adoption, the definition of what constitutes the best interest of the child, made by authorities and organizations in sending as well as receiving adoption countries, plays a powerful role. Social workers, agency representatives and several other parties involved in the adoption process function as representatives of the child. As such, it is their responsibility to prevent applicants who do not correspond with their definition of a good parent from adopting the child that they represent. In in-country adoption, they may represent a child who is known to all parties involved in the process at the time of assessment of the applicants. In inter-country adoption, however, the child is often not known to the social worker in the receiving country. In the assessment of applicants, the social worker is thus the representative of an unknown child. In the following section, I will continue by tracing how the best interest of the child has been used as an argument in assessments of parent potential, in situations where the state has appointed itself as the representative of the unborn child.
Assessment of parent potential – assisted reproduction

Whereas families created through adoption require the assistance of a state-authorized social worker and adoption agency, families created with the aid of assisted reproduction techniques require the assistance of a doctor at a fertility clinic. The development of new techniques has compelled the state to issue regulations and to decide on the involvement of the public health care system regarding their application. The fact that individuals or couples who have difficulties conceiving a child on their own must seek the assistance of state-authorized clinics makes it possible to regulate who will have access to assisted reproduction techniques. In that respect, state involvement in assisted reproduction resembles state regulation of adoption. The difference is that, in the latter case, a child already exists and the assessment of the presumptive adoptive parents concerns the placement of a child and not the child’s coming into existence, as is the case in assessments related to assisted reproduction treatment.

In discourses on assisted reproduction involving gamete donation, the best interest of the child is a recurrent theme in relation to rights to knowledge about biogenetic origin (Lyndon Shanley 2002). As a consequence of the involvement of a third party, the Swedish 1981 Insemination Committee compared donor insemination to adoption with respect to the child’s right to knowledge about her biogenetic origin. The committee was led by government appointed Parliamentary Commissioner for the Judiciary and the Civil Administration, Tor Sverne, who had previously led the Commission on Children’s Rights. Sverne’s previous role as chairman of the Commission on Children’s Rights has been ascribed significance for the strong emphasis the Insemination Committee placed on the legal protection of children (Burrell 2005). Mainly, this concern referred to children’s right to information on their biogenetic parents, which was used as an argument for the abolishment of donor anonymity. The main question of concern in this paper, however, is whether the best interest of the child
is also used as an argument for restricting access to assisted reproduction techniques as a result of assessment of the parent potential of applicants.

In Sweden, the use of assisted reproduction techniques is regulated in the two acts on insemination (1984) and conception outside the body (1988). The regulations in these two acts imply that assisted reproduction techniques are not available to everybody. For example, to be eligible for donor insemination, a woman has to be married to, cohabit or be in a registered partnership with a man or another woman. Further, in the preparatory work preceding the 1984 act, a medical assessment of the couple is described as necessary to create the conditions for “a pregnancy that does not jeopardize the future health of the child”. These regulations apply to all assisted reproduction techniques. Explicit references to the best interest of the child, however, are made only in relation to techniques that involve gamete donation. According to the recommendations issued by the Insemination Committee in 1983, a prerequisite for donor insemination should be “– as in the case of adoption – that the needs and interests of the prospective child be satisfied and safeguarded”. The subsequent legislation provided that donor insemination should only be performed if “it can be presumed that the prospective child will grow up under good conditions”.

To ensure that the couple undergoing reproduction treatment with donated gamete will be able to provide good living conditions for the child, psychological and social assessments in addition to the general medical examination were argued to be necessary. In part, the necessity of these assessments is motivated with reference to the aforementioned analogy between donor insemination and adoption. The fact that both parents are not the child’s biogenetic parents is claimed to make this kind of parenthood more challenging than parenthood in general. As a consequence, the requirements that these parents should meet are claimed to be comparable to those of adoptive parents.
The purpose of the medical, psychological and social assessments was further elaborated in guidelines passed by the National Board of Health and Welfare in 2002. In addition to tests for HIV, hepatitis and venereal diseases, any occurrence of other somatic or psychological illnesses or disabilities should be investigated and assessed by a physician. The aim ascribed to these medical assessments is to assess “the ability of the man as well as of the woman to function as parents throughout the child’s whole upbringing”. Concerns for the living conditions of the child are repeated in the motivations for a psychological and social assessment. The purpose of these assessments, according to the directions, is for the physician “to gain insight into the couple’s fitness as parents”. During the assessment, it should be clarified that both the man and the woman have the ability to care for and raise a child.

The assessments and requirements referred to above apply to assisted reproduction treatment with donated gamete. What role, then, does the best interest of the child play in the regulation of assisted reproduction that does not involve donors? None at all. Pregnancy and parenthood attained through techniques that do not involve donor gamete are regarded as no different than parenthood resulting from naturally occurring conception. As a consequence, the psychological and social assessments of presumptive parents that are required in assisted reproduction involving the use of donor gamete are seen as unnecessary when treatment does not involve a donor. Although also in this case the state contributes to the creation of parents and children through its regulation of the application of assisted reproduction techniques and the clinics that provide them, it does not claim the right to select couples for treatment as it does in the case of assisted reproduction involving gamete donation. Hence, the state does not aim to guarantee the best interest of the unborn child when the child’s parents will also be her/his biogenetic parents. The more naturally occurring parenthood is, the lesser are the explicit ambitions of the state to intervene in the name of the best interest of the child by
preventing individuals, whose parent potential is assessed as being questionable, from becoming parents.

In the last section of the paper, I will discuss what implications this has for policies regarding parenthood and intellectual disability. Parents with intellectual disabilities are more likely to appear in child protection cases than are parents with no disabilities. They are viewed as a risk group in need of support as well as surveillance. The question that I will pose in the following section, however, concerns individuals with intellectual disabilities as potential parents. How have Swedish policies addressed the potential parenthood of a category of individuals whose handicap is regarded as a risk factor? In doing so, I will first take a step back in time to the Swedish sterilization policies of the inter- to post-war years.

**Sterilization and birth control – potential parents with intellectual disabilities**

Perhaps more than any other practice, the sterilization of individuals regarded as intellectually disabled – or feeble-minded, which was the term used during this period – that took place in many countries around the world during the first half of the 20th century is germane to the issue of assessment of parent potential. Decisions regarding sterilization were ultimately based on judgements of the parental unfitness – eugenically or socially – of people who in many cases were not yet parents.

*Swedish sterilization policies 1934-1975*

The first sterilization act was passed in Sweden in 1934.29 According to this act, sterilizing operations could be performed either on an eugenic indication, i.e. the risk that a person would transmit her hereditary dispositions for mental illness or feeble-mindedness to her offspring, or on a social indication, i.e. the assessment of a person as incapable for all time of caring for her children.
The act only regulated sterilization of individuals who were judged to lack the legal capacity to give their consent to the operation. As this was seen as an impediment to the application of the law, a new commission was appointed, and in 1941 a second sterilization law was passed. The wording “incapable” of caring for a child was changed to “evidently unfit”, which widened the definition of legitimate reasons for sterilization.  

During the second half of the 1950s, the number of sterilizations gradually dropped and the percentage of operations concerning individuals classified as “feeble-minded” of the total number of sterilization decreased (Tydén 2002, Runcis 1998). The media reported on scandals, in which persons had been sterilized for what were regarded as the wrong reasons. Although the rights of the individual and a cautious application of the sterilization law were now argued for, the idea that society had an interest in the sterilization of certain individuals was not entirely rejected (Tydén 2002). The sterilization of individuals labelled as intellectually disabled continued to be regarded as advisable also by the parent organization FUB (Föräldraföreningen Utvecklingsstörda Barn), which claimed in an official letter to the Minister of the Interior in 1953 that it was not against the sterilization of intellectually disabled (Tydén 2002).

The sterilization law of 1941 remained unchanged until 1975. In its 1974 report the sterilization committee suggested that the possibility to sterilize legally incapacitated persons should be retained. The condition was that a court appointed administrator should make the application for the operation on behalf of the person he represented, and that the sterilization was of “substantial benefit” to the person that the application concerned. The argument for why the committee wanted to retain that possibility in the legislation included the recognition of the right of intellectually disabled persons to a sexual life and the concurring preconception that pregnancy and childbearing should best be avoided for individuals with intellectual disabilities. In this respect, sterilization was claimed to be the birth control technique best
suited for them. In the bill, however, the possibility of sterilization of legally incapacitated persons was revoked. Since then, sterilizing operations may be performed only on the request of the patient her-/himself, which implies that individuals who are judged to lack the intellectual capacity to make such a decision cannot undergo sterilizing operations. In practice, this means that, for a large proportion of intellectually disabled, sterilization is not a possibility.

Despite this change in the legislation, the door on sterilization was not entirely closed in the subsequent debate. In a publication by the National Board of Health and Welfare in 1980, sterilization was described as a sensitive issue indeed, but it was not considered unlikely that the negative attitude towards sterilization prevailing among staff as well as the intellectually disabled themselves would come to change. Seven years later, in 1987, the issue was raised again in a motion to the parliament with references to the assumed difficulties of intellectually disabled women to use other birth control techniques. Sterilization, it was claimed, would provide the most efficient protection against pregnancy for these women.

The continued debate on sterilization of the intellectually disabled in the 1970s and later indicates two things of interest for the present analysis: 1) Although involuntary sterilization as such was no longer seen as acceptable, the preconception that pregnancy and childbearing ideally should be avoided for women with intellectual disabilities continued to prevail. 2) Whereas the focus in the 1930s and 40s was on the genetic status of the population and concern for the well-being and life expectancies of the unborn child, the explicit concern in the debate on sterilization of the intellectually disabled in the 1970s and later was directed towards the women themselves.
Unwanted parenthood

The National Board of Health and Welfare continued to issue recommendations for persons with intellectual disabilities to refrain from having children in 1975, 1980 and 1990. In the publication from 1990, this was motivated in the following way. There is “great agreement in the care sector that individuals in need of substantial special care ought not to be parents out of consideration for the children as well as themselves”.

What distinguishes the quotation from 1990 from the wordings of the two previous publications is the way in which it defines the group of individuals who ought to be advised against becoming parents. While the publications from 1975 and 1980 spoke of “mentally disabled” (utvecklingsstörda), the quotation from 1990 referred to “those who are in need of substantial special care” (de som är i behov av omfattande särskilda omsorger). In this way, the advice against parenthood was linked to the need for assistance rather than to the intellectual disability itself.

One of the circumstances continuously used to portray intellectually disabled women’s childbearing as problematic concerned the reasons these women were claimed to have for wanting a child. Weekly magazines were accused of displaying a one-sided account of happy adult life, and women with intellectual disabilities were claimed to be easily duped into believing that having a child was the only way to happiness. The discursive effect of this is twofold. The image of parenthood as a necessary part of adult life is presented as a myth, rendering less severe the appeal for intellectually disabled individuals to refrain from parenthood. Further, the wish of intellectually disabled women to have a child was portrayed as a desire based on false notions of a happy adult life. Also, many women with intellectual disabilities were said to want a child because of the expectation that a child would improve their status and offer acknowledgement from those around them. For these women,
parenthood was claimed to be about gaining a sense of self-worth by making the scope of their own helplessness appear less significant in relation to that of a child.\textsuperscript{39}

The explanations for why intellectually disabled women want a child were, thus, mainly sought in what were described as various kinds of fallacies and delusions, i.e., an unrealistic notion of what it is like to take care of a child, the idea that a happy adult life must include parenthood and that a child would make her own need for assistance seem less significant. Together with the recommendations to refrain from having children, this defined the intellectually disabled as a group of undesirable parents.

The view on intellectually disabled persons’ childbearing as problematic, thus, continued to prevail throughout the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century. The question is what the recommended precautions were and how they were motivated. The National Board of Health and Welfare information booklet from 1980 defined two preventive tasks for social services in respect to intellectually disabled women’s childbearing: to “prevent children from being harmed” and to “prevent a mentally disabled woman from having a child she lacks the ability to take good care of”.\textsuperscript{40} The question addressed in the following is how the latter of these preventive measures was argued for.

\textit{Voluntary birth control}

The explanations for the change in the implementation of and debate on sterilization policy can be sought in the changed attitude towards persons with intellectual disabilities and the rights ascribed to them (Tydén 2002). At the end of the 1960s, Bengt Nirje put into words the so-called normalization principle, according to which individuals with intellectual disabilities were entitled to the same living conditions as the population in general (Nirje 1969). One of the claims of this principle was that intellectually disabled persons were entitled to non-institutional housing, which would increase their opportunities to have social contacts,
encounters with members of the opposite sex, relationships and a sexual life. The opportunity to develop, satisfy and find pleasure in one’s sexuality was now described as a right for adults with intellectual disabilities (Katz 1975).

An equally important factor for the change in application of the legislation on sterilization and subsequently its abolition was, of course, the introduction of new birth control techniques during the 1960s (the pill in 1964 and the IUD in 1966). Although the effects of these techniques were not irreversible, like those of a sterilizing operation, their objective was to prevent pregnancies and childbearing. As such, the recommendations issued for women with intellectual disabilities to use means of birth control needed to be motivated.

In the 1975 publication from the National Board of Health and Welfare, the argumentation for why an abortion might be advisable for a pregnant woman with intellectual disabilities comprises an account of the risk that is claimed to be at hand. “The situation often becomes difficult for a mentally disabled woman when she expects a child, regardless of whether or not she is married. An abortion might be advisable.” (Katz 1975, p. 36). The risk referred to, thus, concerned the life and well-being of the woman, which means that abortion and birth control could be argued for in terms of her best interest.

Officially, the use of coercion with regard to birth control ceased to be acceptable with the abolishment of the sterilization laws. An interesting question, therefore, is how the acceptable modes of procedure for birth control for the intellectually disabled have been worded and launched during the latter part of the 20th century. The recommendations of the National Board of Health and Welfare regarding birth control for the intellectually disabled from 1980 illustrate how the dividing line between acceptable and unacceptable means was worded. “The fundamental principle in guidance on contraceptives is the issue of motivation. One may not force, command, persuade or coax people to use contraceptives. What you may do is help them find reasons to protect themselves.” By describing the value of birth control
as something that persons with intellectual disabilities ought to receive assistance in comprehending, birth control as such was represented as a benefit – something of use to the individual. Further, the word “help” signals differentiation from such modes of procedure as to “force, command, persuade or coax” somebody to use contraceptives.

In the National Board of Health and Welfare information booklet from 1990, the word “support” (stöd) has a similar effect. Many individuals with intellectual disabilities were claimed to “receive support in using contraceptives” (p. 7, my italics). Further, in cases where a pregnancy had been revealed, it was recommended that “the woman should receive support in deciding whether she wants to give birth to the child or have an abortion” (p. 24, my italics).42

Giving someone support in using contraceptives or in considering an abortion implies that the person in question benefits from these measures. The main argument for the prevention of intellectually disabled women’s pregnancies and childbearing, thus, seems to have become consideration of the well-being and future life of the woman. The best interest of the child and concern for the well-being and life expectancies of the unborn child, on the other hand, did not constitute an argument used for birth control in women with intellectual disabilities after the 1960s.

Conclusion

The best interest of the child as an argument for state intervention in family life competes with other principles – most notably arguments that emphasize the right of the family to integrity and freedom from state encroachment. For the most part, these arguments refer to existing families. The varying status of the best interest of the child as an argument in state interventions regarding parents with intellectual disabilities can be traced through media reactions to the actions of social services and the political debate at two points in time. Social
services have either been accused of neglecting the right of children to protection against harmful treatment while trying to downplay the significance of the disabilities of the parents, or of intervening in family life too readily. In the latter case, the critique against social services included a general questioning of the right of authorities to interfere in family life.

Whereas these state interventions concerned existing families and were based on assessments of parental performance, the assessments made in adoption, in assisted reproduction treatment and in relation to sexually active women with intellectual disabilities are assessments of parent potential. These three different paths to parenthood depend to varying degrees on state-authorized assistance. Thereby, they also facilitate to varying degrees assessments of parent potential and state regulations of parenthood.

The status of the best interest of the child, as legitimization of state-authorized assessment of the parent potential of men and women who are aspiring to parenthood, varies with the degree of assistance that is needed for them to become parents. In adoption, where the role of the state is paramount for the creation of parenthood, the best interest of the child as an argument surpasses all other interests. The state and its authorities have taken it upon themselves to safeguard the best interest of the child in every adoption. Most notably, this means preventing men and women who are regarded as lacking parenting qualities from becoming parents. Because intellectually disabled parents are viewed as a risk group, it is not surprising that intellectual disabilities are regarded as a risk factor. This means that applicants with intellectual disabilities can be denied consent to adopt a child based on an assessment of their potential as parents as deficient. The same is true for assessment preceding assisted reproduction treatment with donor gamete.

According to the recommendations issued by the National Board of Health and Welfare, the needs and interests of the prospective child should be satisfied and safeguarded in decisions regarding donor-aided assisted reproduction. This includes the potential refusal of
access to assisted reproduction techniques to couples regarded as unfit parents on the basis of a medical, psychological and social assessment. When parenthood comes into existence at a fertility clinic, but without the aid of donor gamete or without the assistance of state authorities at all, no state-initiated assessments of the parent potential of the individuals aspiring to parenthood take place. In these cases, the state does not claim the role of guarantor of the best interest of the child. This means that the state claims the right to prevent parenthood – and, in the case of assisted reproduction, children – from coming into existence in the name of the best interest of the child only if it contributes to creating families in which there are no or only partial biogenetic links between parents and child. It also means that the state and its authorities do not intervene to prevent a biogenetically related family from coming into existence even if the presumptive parents belong to a risk group.

This does not mean, however, that the parenthood of individuals with intellectual disabilities is not viewed as something problematic, which is evident from the many recommendations concerning how women with intellectual disabilities should be convinced to refrain from having children and supported in using contraceptives. The explicit motive in these recommendations, however, is not the best interest of the child, but rather the best interest of the woman herself.
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